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IFR Flight Planning - How it’s Done (the basics) 

Introduction 
 

IFR flight planning involves many aspects - some complicated, some more or less straightforward.  The 

upside is that everything pretty much follows the same set of processes.  The downside is that most of 

the work is packed into the departure and approach (some of which can be complex and must be 

prepared for ahead of time) between which is the enroute segment which (especially if pre-programed 

into the GPS or FMC) is usually flown by the autopilot. 

The information that follows is nowhere near a complete description or explanation of all the aspects of 

IFR flight planning.  And - this does NOT cover how you actually fly an aircraft by instruments.  This is a 

general overview with some resources and references provided for flight planning.  The intent here is to 

get you started with enough information for you to be comfortable with the concepts of developing and 

flying IFR routes.  You should be able to expand your knowledge from here - on your own, with the help 

of others, by listening and watching - any way you like. 

Implicit in IFR flight is that it is controlled flight - it is conducted in and out of controlled facilities and if 

above 18,000 feet (Class A airspace) or in IMC (Instrument Meteorolgical Conditions) during the enroute 

portion of the flight (where otherwise you might revert to 'VFR on top').  This means that ATC (air traffic 

control) is part of an IFR flight.  Some find this intimidating at first - but you should not be 

intimidated.  ATC is there to keep everyone safe and to a certain degree can take the burden of 

navigating to your enroute transition or to final approach off the pilot. 

Note that the information that follows is for US-based civilian aviation.  Procedures for flying outside the 

US differ, as do certain rules for military, governmental and certain other specific types of aviation. 

And one thing to keep in mind as you try to gulp down all this information - once you use instrument 

flight plans you will not only become very familiar with the routes that you fly (even if only occasionally) 

but you will become comfortable reading a new route.  Remember - everything follows the same set of 

processes and after a few flights your comfort level will have increased greatly. 

 

  

Airways - the 'Piece in the Middle' 
Note that the nomenclature, naming conventions and terminology is what is used in North America and 

specifically relates to the US Federal Aviation Administration terminology.  While the principles are very 

similar, terminology and naming conventions differ for flying outside of the US.  This also applies to 

other sections that follow this 'Airways' section. 
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It may seem a bit odd to start here but in a sense this is the logical place to start since it is the backbone 

of the flight plan to which the other pieces are added - SIDS, en-route transitions, STARs, and ILS, RNAV,   

or vectored to visual approaches.  The terms SIDs, STARS, etc. will be defined as we go. 

RNAV - Area Navigation - This may be the most familiar 'routing' you know.  In the current era of 

aviation this is often done using GPS - direct from one point to another, and can include a 

connection between the transition point of a SID to the transition point of a STAR, direct from one 

airport to another, wherever you want it to be.  Historical note:  RNAV – purportedly from Random 

Navigation, originated when ‘Rho-Theta’ systems that allowed for “placement” of virtual VORs or 

‘phantom stations’ – eliminating the need to go from physical VOR to physical VOR (so that jogging back 

and forth twenty or thirty degrees from a straight line course to cross the physical VORs became a 

straight line – “better living through electronics”, I guess).  The RNAV acronym has been retained but 

now is understood to be aRea NAVigation. 

Victor (‘V’) Airways 
Victor Airways - Low altitude (up to but not including 18,000 feet) designated routes between navigation 

aids (VORs, NDBs) or defined points such as intersections and reporting points.  Because these are 

defined by conventional navigation aids the routes can be flown with conventional IFR navigation 

equipment (no GPS or FMC required).  Victor Airways are designated by the letter 'V' followed by one to 

three numbers (e.g., V256, V83) - when the numbers are even the airways go generally east and 

west.  Odd numbers are airways going generally north-south.  When two Victor airways meet they may 

form one common airway.  In this case the common section of the airway contains both numbers - for 

example:  Flying west to east - V4 and V50 meet at an intersection and form a single common Victor 

airway that continues east, designated V4-50.  One-way routes (relatively unusual) are designated by an 

arrow pointing in the allowed direction. 

Jet (‘J’) Airways 
Jet Airways - High altitude airways at or above 18,000 feet-and at this point expressed as flight level (FL) 

with the last two zeroes dropped.  So, Jet Airways are between FL180 and FL450.  Jet Airways are 

designated by the letter 'J' followed by one to three numbers.  Other than the altitude range their 

nomenclature and routing structure follows that as described for Victor airways, above. 

RNAV ‘T’ and ‘Q’ Routes: 
RNAV 'T' and 'Q' Routes are analogous to Victor and Jet Airways, respectively.  They are represented by 

blue lines and labels to distinguish them from the black Victor and Jet airways.  RNAV T (below 18,000 ft) 

and Q (from FL180 to FL450) are designated routes (possibly temporary) that can be flown by RNAV-

equipped aircraft.  So, these are really not 'random' - so why use them?  Because they provide a balance 

between the completely arbitrary GPS-direct routing from any point 'A' to any point 'B' and the need to 

zig-zag (sometimes not, sometimes only a little bit) if flying Victor or Jet Airways.  The advantage – why 

not just go ‘GPS-Direct’?  Since this is a defined route ATC does not need to watch you every step of the 

way (lowers the burden on them and may avoid heading and altitude changes for appropriate traffic 

spacing for you).  Also, the posted minimum altitudes assure that you are at a safe altitude and if your 

route takes you through restricted or other specially-defined airspace this will be clearly identified. 
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Note that the FAA now intends to move to the NextGen National Airspace System based on RNAV 

everywhere and Required Navigational Performance (RNP) where beneficial.  See the Federal Register 

from August 21, 2012 - somewhat lengthy but take a look at the summary from the December 15, 2011 

Federal Register near the beginning of the document and the final couple of paragraphs at the end.  Of 

course, this will not affect sim flying on any current software (particularly FSX, where no further updates 

are available) and makes RNAV (in our opinion, an often-used navigation option in sim flying) more of 

the standard, versus Jet and Victor Airways navigation based on VORs and NDBs. 

Airway chart resources:  SkyVector.com   AirNav.com  - both sites have airways charts available and 

much more - including airport-specific information, approach plates, SID and STAR plates and airport 

diagrams (handy for knowing where to taxi once you are on the ground). 

 We have not covered the many and important terms, symbols and other important information that are 

included on an airways route chart.  We recommend you review the information from the FAA defining 

IFR Aeronautical Chart Symbols. 

http://www.gpo.gov/fdsys/pkg/FR-2012-08-21/html/2012-20464.htm
http://www.gpo.gov/fdsys/pkg/FR-2012-08-21/html/2012-20464.htm
http://skyvector.com/
http://www.airnav.com/
http://ppgs101.com/wp-content/uploads/2011/11/ifrChartSymbols.pdf
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Reading Enroute IFR Charts: 
Here we will cover only some very rudimentary points - much of which is covered in the FAA publication in the link immediately above.  Look at this section of an 

IFR chart showing high altitude airways: 
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A bit hard to read when zoomed out this far but you can appreciate the several Jet Airways (the black lines) and 

Q Routes (the blue lines).  As explained above, Jet Airways (and their low altitude version, Victor Airways) use 

VORs and NDBs as the cornerstone of their definition – you can see several airways that are defined in part by 

the Lucin (LCU) and Bonneville (BVL) VORs with a common VOR (actually, these are all VORTAC stations) – Battle 

Mountain (BAM) defining the other end of two (J94 and J154).  Intersections can also be seen (the triangles with 

names adjacent to the symbol).  In the next section you will learn that these are also defined by physical 

navigation aids. 

Note near the upper quarter of the page, slanting northeastward from left to right is a Q Route, Q138 (circled) - 

an RNAV route that uses virtual waypoints to define it.  There are even three other routes that could be taken in 

addition to continuing on the Q136 route at waypoint PARZZ (just to the right of the circle)- all from a virtual 

point.   

Now take a look at a zoomed-in view: 

 

You can see in better detail the three VORs referred to earlier - with compass rose and frequency along with 

geographical coordinates and the airways passing through them.  Note that there is a Q Route (Q122) that also 

uses one of these VORs as one of its locator points.  There are some RNAV routes that include one or more 

traditional physical navigation aids in their structure.  Near the top left portion of this is the PARZZ waypoint 

with three Q Routes going northeast as well as the continuation of Q138 to the right as mentioned above. 

Much of the other information is fairly self-explanatory.  At each transition point you see the direction with a 

small arrow - this is the magnetic heading of that segment of the airway in the direction that the arrow is 

pointing.  Some routes have Minimum Enroute Altitudes designated by 'MEA' followed by a number for high 

altitude charts.  Note:  For V-airways the MEA is shown above the airway identifier.  If a second number 
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appears below the MEA that is preceded by an asterisk (*) this is the Minimum Obstruction Clearance Altitude 

(MOCA).  See the FAA  guide IFR Aeronautical Chart Symbols  for further detail.  MEA is also used on Terminal 

Procedures plates, discussed next.  Other information includes airport location and name (but nothing else in 

many cases) and restricted and prohibited airspace or other pertinent airspace information. 

Certain airways may be flown in only one direction.  

These are designated by a large black (for Victor and Jet 

airways) or blue (for T and Q airways) arrow with the 

route ID inside such as that shown for the RNAV routes 

Q7 and Q9 at the right. 

Also note the semicircular portion of J65 that goes around 

the EOCIN intersection. 

This designates that the EOCIN intersection is not part of 

J65 - the route bypasses the EOCIN intersection.  You may 

also see routes that bypass navigational aids such as that 

shown for the Winslow (INW) VORTAC, below 

 

Also note the hold symbol at KEYKE.  

This is a defined hold with the type of 

hold based on turn direction (here this is 

a standard hold since this has right-hand 

turns.  You may also see altitude and 

speed restrictions associated defined 

holds. 

Altitude changes are designated by a 

short line perpendicular to the route, 

forming a ‘T’ shape like that at PYRIT. 

These symbols (a sort of squared ‘S’ 

shape) designate changeover points 

where you would change to the next navaid to continue flying on the planned route.  The numbers indicate the 

distance to the two navaids defining this segment of the route in nautical miles.  There is no changeover point 

designation when the changeover occurs at the midpoint between two navaids that define the route.  See the 

FAA publication IFR Aeronautical Chart Symbols if you see a symbol or other designator on a chart that has not 

been covered here.  

Look at a chart from an area you are interested in (use the links to SkyVector or AirNav above) and the FAA 

publication on chart symbols and you will find that reading these charts is fairly intuitive.  Choosing which routes 

to use is also intuitive - generally the most direct way from point A to point B.  Also take a look at some low 

altitude chart to see some of the differences in the information given for Victor Airways and T Routes. 

http://ppgs101.com/wp-content/uploads/2011/11/ifrChartSymbols.pdf
http://ppgs101.com/wp-content/uploads/2011/11/ifrChartSymbols.pdf
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Terminal Procedures: 
Terminal Procedures consist of three types: 

 Standard Terminal Arrival (STAR) 

 Instrument Approach Procedure (IAP) - This can be an ILS, localizer, VOR, NDB, DME (arc) or RNAV (RNP 

and GPS) arrival procedure.  These can be used separately (e.g., vectors to the initial approach fix [IAF]) 

or in conjunction with a STAR. 

 Departure Procedure (DP) – two types 

o Standard Instrument Departure (SID) 

o Obstacle Departure Procedure (ODP), which can be flown without ATC clearance unless used in 

connection with SIDs, radar vectors or other ATC-managed flight.   

This discussion will focus on SIDs. 

Naming Convention:  Like Jet and Victor airways, navigation aids, intersections and reporting points follow their 

own format for identification - we'll take a moment to discuss this. 

 VORs are identified by three letters 

 NDBs are identified by one, two or three letters (so don't confuse the three-letter IDs with a VOR) and 

sometimes by a number followed by a letter.  Most NDBs have three letter identifiers. 

 ILS approaches are identified by an 'I-' (the hyphen is included) followed by three letters (so, four letters 

in all with the first always being an 'I' with a hyphen and three letters that follow).  E.g., I-SAT. 

 Intersections - the position of an intersection is usually defined by the intersection (hence the name) of 

two VOR radials.  In flight you may be allowed to identify certain ones by the DME distance along a 

specific radial from only one VOR if so equipped.  Most Intersections are identified by five letters, all 

capitalized.  (Some are two or three numbers followed by one, two or three letters - usually so that 

together they are five characters, but not always - and the number-prefix intersections are not very 

common).   When spoken, the convention is to make it sound like a single word.  Some are fairly obvious 

- ALAMO is pronounced just like it reads.  Others might require a bit of 'local knowledge' but if you 

remember where you are then you can usually figure it out.  For example, there is a certain STAR that 

includes the intersection GUITR - which you might get right anyway but you might think 'gutter' or 

'gweeter' (whatever that is) or something like that except since you would know this is on the GUITR4 

arrival for KBNA (Nashville!) you realize this is the 'guitar' intersection.  And, it doesn't hurt to know that 

the intersection just before this one is FIDDL - fiddle.  Pull up a couple of approaches on 

SkyVector.com/Airports or AirNav.com/Airports and check out some of the intersections and waypoints 

on the approaches in your area and see what "local flavor" is reflected in the names.  And maybe 

someone can explain why the ILS to KLEB Rwy18 would have the series of intersection HAMMM - 

BURGR - FRYYS. 

  

http://skyvector.com/airports
http://www.airnav.com/airports/
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 Waypoints are like intersections - five letters, pronounced as if they were a word.  You will see 

waypoints on RNAV charts - the term waypoint coming into use specifically to identify an RNAV 

navigation point.  Although some waypoints are associated with physical structures like VORs, NDBs or 

by intersections (which by definition are defined by physical structures) they can be just 'virtual points' 

in the airspace, their position defined by longitude and latitude only.  Note that sometimes the term 

'waypoint' is used in a more general sense - if you are taking a road trip or even a hike you might refer to 

some spot as a 'waypoint' and the same thing happens in aviation.  The FAA uses 'waypoint' specifically 

in association with RNAV and RNP navigation.  This includes their program for the development of VFR 

Waypoint Charting to expand RNAV fixes to VFR flight. 

Like some intersections the pronunciation is obvious but for others you may not ever get right unless 

you know the local area or hear them - PILLA is not 'pill-ah' but is pronounced 'pee-ah'  (Spanish 

speakers will recognize the double 'L' and the correct pronunciation of the vowel 'll') but you might have 

gotten a hint at how this is pronounced if you knew these were on the RNAV STAR Lizzard Two into 

Albuquerque - and, knowing it was the waypoint after SOPPA (pronounced 'soap-ah') might also have 

been a clue.  And, if you have never had a sopapilla then you must try one - but make it a real New 

Mexico sopapilla!  Others are poor imitations. 

SIDs and STARs also have a naming convention - sort of.  Some are based on the thing that defines the first point 

at or just after the point where transitions meet (for a STAR) or the point where available transition routes 

diverge (for a SID).  Some are just named and some identifiers are just contractions of the actual name (which is 

included on the plate), followed by a number and can be fairly obvious (e.g. BOWIE5 for the Bowie five 

departure from KSAT) but may be a bit more cryptic like the PIT9 (Pittsburgh nine) departure from KPIT - but 

usually makes sense.  The important thing about SID and STAR designations is not in the pronunciation but that 

it is the abbreviated designation, not the full name that is used in the flight plan you file when using a SID or 

STAR - more on filing flight plans later. 

SIDs - Standard Instrument Departures 
The purpose of a SID is primarily twofold - Safety and to ease the burden on ATC by expediting clearance 

delivery and the transition from departure to the en-route phase of flight.  A fundamental requirement for flying 

a SID is that you have the published procedure in-hand.  You cannot fly a SID (or any other procedure) without 

knowing where to go, the altitude requirements you must abide by and other pertinent information contained 

in the narrative section.  And no, having it programmed into your FMC does not excuse you from having the 

procedure in print form or viewable using an ‘electronic flight bag’. 

Some SID charts may require more than one page.  Usually these consist of two separate parts – one page with 

the diagram showing the facility, waypoints and navigation aids that make up the procedure and one or more 

pages for the narrative portion which provides an explanation of the procedure.  Some SIDs combine the 

diagram and narrative parts into one page, and even those that have separate narrative pages usually have 

some narrative information on the diagram itself. 

The SID itself contains two basic parts - the designated departure route and the transition point.  Usually the 

initial portion of the SID route is the same - everyone flies to one specific point, then the SID branches to 

http://www.faa.gov/air_traffic/publications/atpubs/aim/aim0102.html
http://www.faa.gov/air_traffic/publications/atpubs/fac/1110.html
http://www.faa.gov/air_traffic/publications/atpubs/fac/1110.html
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different transition points.  You select the SID itself based on the runway used for departure and the general 

direction your flight plan takes you in.  You select your SID transition point to refine your desired direction. 

Some SIDs can be quite simple - hold the runway heading, fly the altitude as published or as directed by ATC, 

await radar vectors to the transition point.  An example is the Pittsburgh Nine departure (PIT9) from KPIT.  You 

simply hold the runway heading (as explained in the narrative) and make no turns until assigned by ATC or you 

have been vectored to the appropriate fix.  In this SID there is no true transition point, just a fix that you select 

from those designated on the departure plate (although in essence this is like a series of one-legged SID 

departure route-transition point spokes emanating from the 'hub', the airport).  In this example, if you were 

departing Rwy 10R and your route was to the south you might pick the BURGS intersection or the Clarksburg 

(CKB) VOR (the square around the hexagonal VOR symbol means that DME is associated with the VOR).  If you 

wanted to shift a little east first before turning south you might pick the Johnstown (JST) VORTAC.  Technically 

this might be considered to be what is termed a Vector SID, where you are vectored to a designated fix in lieu of 

following a defined route to a transition point.  A modification of this theme is a SID that uses radar vectors to 

an initial departure fix (IDF) from which you then fly the specified departure procedure route (specific 

intersections, waypoints or other identified points) to your selected transition point.  

The other basic type of SID is a pilot-navigated SID, where the pilot is responsible for following a defined 

course.  An example is the STREL3 departure from KSNA.  This is a SID used only by Rwy 19R (why this is should 
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be evident from the specific track that is shown) where you depart Rwy 19R and maintain the runway heading 

until you are at a point that is on a line extending at 016° degrees (the reciprocal of 196°) from the TOING 

intersection where you would turn (without need for ATC instruction) to head on a bearing of 175° to the TOING 

intersection, then proceed along the designated route to PIGGN.  At PIGGN you can either continue directly east 

to the Thermal VORTAC (TRM) or southeast then east via JARDO to PILLO to the Imperial VORTAC (IPL).  In this 

case the STREL3 SID has two transition points - TRM and IPL - but you only pick one - the best one for your en-

route portion of the flight. 

In some cases there are altitude or speed requirements.  On the STREL3 departure there are two altitude 

restrictions (no speed restrictions) – one at STREL and one at SHIRR.  This will be discussed later.  There are also 

a lot of other numbers and text.  And the STREL3 departure is an example of a SID chart that includes the 

narrative portion with the diagram.  There will be much more detail given but for now familiarize yourself with 

the charts.  Go ahead and ask yourself questions – “what does this or that mean??” – and keep these questions 

in mind.  Many will likely be answered in the upcoming pages. 
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STARs - Standard Terminal Arrival Routes 
Like SIDs, STARs are used to help ensure safety and to reduce the workload on ATC.  STARs have a similar 

structure as do SIDs, only backwards.  When flying a SID you follow a single defined departure route then branch 

off to a transition point.  When flying a STAR you enter at a transition point (and there may be several to choose 

from) but all these eventually come together after which everyone flies the same route to the destination 

airport.  Some can be fairly simple - see Centerpoint One (CSI1) arrival into KSAT.  Only two transition points - 

the Junction VORTAC (JCT) to the northwest and the Fort Stockton (FST) VORTAC almost due west.  Both meet at 

the Centerpoint VORTAC (CSI). 

 

 

The VORTAC symbol should be 

familiar.   

The triangle-shaped (Δ) symbol 

is an intersection.  These are 

defined by fixed navigational 

structures like VORs and NDBs 

just as the airways intersection 

are. 

Note the two versions of 

symbols identifying an airport: 

San Antonio Intl and Stinson 

Muni – civilian facilities, vs. 

Randolph AFB and Kelly AFB, 

military facilities. 

Pertinent frequencies, DME 

distances and other information 

are included as shown here. 

 

 

The narrative is included on the 

same page as the arrival 

diagram.
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See next page …   
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Others are more complex - and compound the confusion by putting the approach for multiple runways on the same plate.  See the BNELE1 arrival for KATL on 

the previous page.  Two transitions and ten runways that could be used. 

 

Since this is an RNAV arrival  the waypoints 

(analogous to intersections but defined not by 

fixed structures like VORs and NDBs but by their 

longitude and latitude only) are shown by the 

quasar-type star symbol.  Note that RNAV 

approaches (and SIDs), like Q and T airways may 

use conventional intersections – as here, CALCO. 

 

One thing you can see from this narrative – the 

nomenclature for identifying a STAR on your 

flight plan.  Note the two transitions, one at the 

Memphis VOR (MEM) and one at the Nashville 

VOR (BNA).  Both routes are identified using 

‘BNELE1’ after the period following the VOR ID.  

The flight plan nomenclature is: 

TRANSITION.ARRIVAL (STAR name) 

 

In this case either: 

MEM.BNELE1 or 

 BNA.BNELE1 

That is all you need in your flight plan.  All of the 

other waypoints (and these are waypoints as this 

is an RNAV arrival) are defined by the published 

arrival.  The only thing you need specify is the 

transition.
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Some STARs further complicate things by serving more than one facility.   

 

Keep in mind that at any given time ATC can instruct you to deviate from a SID (or STAR).  You should comply (be it a heading, altitude change or speed change 

or any other instruction).  If you cannot, you must advise ATC that you 'cannot comply'.  You will then work out whatever is necessary to do between the two of 

you.  Be cooperative - try to make both of you happy but remember - the safety and security of the aircraft is solely the pilot's responsibility. 

Both SIDs and STARs use the same symbols (in fact, all charts use the same symbols that they have in common).  Important in understanding any chart is 

knowing what the symbols mean so familiarize yourself with the FAA's IFR Aeronautical Chart Symbols.  We will not cover every nuance of SID and STAR 

interpretation but will cover a few basics -  

http://ppgs101.com/wp-content/uploads/2011/11/ifrChartSymbols.pdf
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Reading SIDs and STARs: 
 

As stated, this is very limited information on reading these procedures but we just want to cover a few 

key points to help your understanding.  This is not all you should know. 

Direction of flight –  
Identified by the arrow heads on each segment of the procedure (and usually identifiable by the logical 

flow of the procedure).  The magnetic course is designated also (the number with the 'degree' symbol) 

but may not be included in each segment (each separate line-arrow head combination).  For segments 

(especially short ones) that continue in the same direction the magnetic heading may only be given at 

the first segment. 

Distance –  
Each segment's line with arrow (pointing in the direction of flight) has a number in parentheses below 

the direction line that gives the distance of that segment in nautical miles.  Each segment will have the 

distance (almost always rounded to a whole number) between identified points (intersections, VORs, 

etc.) on the plate.   

A different distance number - the one in the "D" (or maybe closer to a half-oval) shaped symbol with an 

arrow attached to it pointing to the next identified point is the cumulative distance from a specific 

reference point (usually a VOR since this is the DME distance).  Look again at the Centerpoint One arrival 

plate.  The MEDIN intersection is shown as being 25 DME (the proper terminology for distance in NM 

defined by DME) with BENEY shown as 30 DME based on the San Antonio VORTAC (SAT).  REUBE is 21 

DME from the localizer origin point.  The reference point sometimes has to be deduced by the origin 

point and arrow direction but sometimes is included with the DME distance (the number in the 

elongated ‘D’ shaped box) if there is a chance of misinterpreting what facility is providing the DME data. 

Knowing the total distance across several identified points helps with planning altitude changes and also 

with tracking your way along the course.  And - on some occasions ATC may ask you to do something 

based on your DME distance.   

Intersection – 
Identified by a triangle (Δ).  Solid triangles (filled with the same color as would be used for the regular 

triangle outline) are compulsory reporting points ONLY if ATC has NOT established radar contact or 

advises 'Radar contact lost'.  Some may also have a circle - this indicates that this is a 'fly-over' 

intersection.  The majority do not have circles and are termed 'fly-by' intersections.  Navigating a fly-

over vs. a fly-by intersection is described below. 

Waypoint –  
Identified by a sort of 'stylized star' (a bit like the Quasar TV symbol).  Note that some Waypoints are 

solid - these are compulsory reporting points, but only compulsory if not in radar contact - they follow 
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the same rules for reporting as do Intersections that are designated by a solid triangle as described in 

the earlier section on Intersections.  Some waypoint symbols are fully encircled (not talking about the 

little circle that makes up the center of the symbol but a circle around the 'tips' of the waypoint 

symbol).  These are "fly-over" waypoints.  These often identify specific fixes like the Final Approach Fix 

(FAF) or Missed Approach Fix (MAF).  Fly-over waypoints are a minority of all waypoints.  Most do not 

have a circle around them - these are "fly-by" waypoints. 

Navigating fly-by vs. fly-over intersections and waypoints:   
If you make a turn at a fly-by intersection or waypoint you would do so such that you would make a 

smooth transition from your current direction to intercept the continuation of the route in the new 

direction.  The distance before you start the turn depends on the equipment you are flying but a general 

rule is to stay within 1.5 NM of the fix.  So, you would start the turn before the fix which would cause 

you to arc before the fix (so you 

would fly by the fix but not over it) 

and roll out of your turn to smoothly 

intercept the next leg after the 

fix.   This may be thought of as the 

usual way you would make an en-

route turn. 

If you make a turn at a fly-over 

intersection or waypoint the turn 

does not start until you are over the fix.  Instead, as the name says, you fly over (actually just directly 

over, not over and past) the fix and begin your turn when you are directly over the fix.  This generally 

requires you to make a sharper turn after the fix than that required for a fly-by waypoint.   

But, in sim flying - if you're trying to be as realistic as possible - keep in mind that your GPS-coupled 

autopilot will likely deal with all waypoints and intersections as if they are fly-by points.  So, if you 

encounter a fly-over waypoint or intersection switch to heading hold (on the current heading), wait until 

you are directly over the fix, then turn your heading bug (or manually fly) to intercept the next leg of the 

course, then re-engage the GPS navigation.  Some payware applications may allow the pilot to select a 

waypoint as fly-over. 

Altitude –  
Possibly the most confusing thing on SIDs, STARs and en-route Jet and Victor Airways charts because 

there are so many different 'versions' of altitude, all with their own specific meaning.  And - in some 

cases you will see that there may be more than one altitude specified unless (in normal flight) one 

'trumps' the other.  Take a look at the NUMMY2 arrival to KDCA on the next page.
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This is all on one plate and there is a lot of information there.  The arrival starts from the left edge of the chart at BUCKO, with the next point HONNR.  There is a 

set of three numbers in this first segment - you recognize two (direction and distance between the two points) because they are in the format described earlier                                                 

(degree symbol and parentheses, respectively).  The third 

number represents an altitude.  If you scan across to the 

right you will see a few other altitudes listed either just 

above or just below the segment line (their location gets 

moved around a bit when other things need to be 

displayed - in this case a couple of holding patterns) as the 

approach progresses and, as you might expect, all going 

downward. 

These represent the Minimum Enroute Altitude (MEA) - 

The altitude which, if you remain above and stay on 

course you will be 1000 feet above any obstacle (2000 

feet in mountainous terrain) and ensure that you will 

maintain radio navigation aid reception.    Sometimes the 

Minimum Obstruction Clearance Altitude (MOCA) is also 

listed - a number with an asterisk  ' * ' - but if not (and 

there is usually not one) you should assume the 1000 ft 

(or 2000 ft) rule is in play.  Keep in mind that the MOCA is 

valid for the entire route segment or area that the MEA 

applies to BUT assures reception of a navaid only within 

22 NM of the nearest navaid.  So, beyond this distance you will need to have an alternate means to ensure you are on the airway (e.g., by GPS) or are otherwise 

in an area where you will remain safely clear of obstructions  And keep in mind that the MEA or MOCA lets you know how low you could go safely, but is not 

necessarily where you should be.  The MEA and other advisory altitudes are published on every STAR.  However, there are certain STARs that have required 

altitudes (and are more correctly referred to as Profile Descents).  STARs (vs. a Profile Descent) specify horizontal navigation requirements; ATC provides the 

vertical direction.   

Mandatory Altitude 
Take a look at that same part of the NUMMY2 approach - below the word BUCKO and the longitude latitude is a number that has a line both above it and below 

it - that looks something like this:  FL310. When you see a line both above and below an altitude (in this case, designated as a flight level) this means you MUST 

be at that altitude - do not confuse this with the MEA discussed above.  The MEA is considered the minimum safe altitude but does not necessarily mean that is 

the altitude you should be at.  If there is another altitude posted, either a mandatory altitude, a prescribed altitude range or maximum or minimum altitude 

(discussed on the next page) then you must abide by this altitude. 
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Prescribed Altitude Range 
Sometimes you will see two altitudes between the top and bottom line like at JEWLZ, REYES, 

SYMON and SADDE on the SYMON1 arrival shown at the left.  This indicates the range of 

allowable altitudes but you must be at least at the lower of the two altitudes and not 

exceed the upper one.  For example, at SYMON (below it's geographic coordinates) there 

are two altitudes - 15000 ft just below the top line and 13000 feet above the bottom line 

and just below the ‘15000’.  You can be anywhere between the two altitudes listed but you 

MUST be somewhere in that range.  Maybe think of it as a box where you can be anywhere 

inside the box but can't go above the top or below the bottom.  Note that for altitudes 

18000 feet and above the altitude requirements are expressed in the flight level (FL) form as 

at JEWLZ and REYES. 

Maximum Altitude Allowed 
This is designated by an altitude with a line above it - as shown at JARER.  This means that 

you must cross the JARER intersection at or below FL190.  Think of the line above as a 

ceiling that you can't go above.  Theoretically you could be anywhere between this 

maximum altitude at crossing and the MEA - BUT - since you need to be at or above 16000 

feet at FIM (the Fillmore VORTAC) you would plan your descent accordingly so as not to 

have to climb again to meet the minimum altitude at FIM. 

Minimum Altitude at Crossing 

At the Fillmore VORTAC (FIM) there is an altitude with a line under the number - 

16000.  You must be at or above 16000 feet when you cross FIM.  Think of the line below as 

a floor that you can't go below. 

Altitude Change 

This is designated by a short line perpendicular to the route line - forming a ‘T’, such as at 

the REYES intersection on the SYMON1 arrival shown at left. 

Altitudes in the Narrative 
You must read the narrative - additional information about altitudes (and other things) that 

you should know will be there.  This may only reiterate the requirements shown on the 

diagram but the information is valuable and you must know it. 
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 Altitude Planning Information  
Look at the upper part of the Centerpoint One arrival shown 

earlier.  See the comment (circled) at BENEY under TURBOJET 

VERTICAL NAVIGATION PLANNING INFORMATION.  This states 

that you should expect to cross BENEY at 10,000 feet (but it 

does not guarantee it).  It is not unusual to see this on the 

diagram but keep in mind this kind of important information 

may also be in the narrative portion (which might be either 

somewhere else on the diagram itself or on a separate 

narrative page).  The Centerpoint One approach is not a Profile 

Descent - you will need to follow the altitudes specified by 

ATC.  The vertical navigation planning information is just that - 

information.  Most of the time ATC will specify you cross at that 

altitude or close to it but this does not mean you should 

descend to that altitude unless cleared to do so.  They will give 

you information and instructions ahead of time - A typical 

example is "descend at pilot's discretion to cross [fix] at xx 

thousand feet" - but since you already saw the vertical 

navigation planning information you will already have 

anticipated that and have figured out when you should 

start your descent (as ATC will likely give you the 'descent at 

your discretion' instruction well in advance of when you will 

need or want to start your descent).  Note that if your 

clearance was, for example, cleared to the Center Point 

VORTAC only (not cleared to continue to BENEY or beyond, you would have to fly the hold at the Center Point VORTAC as published (here, making non-standard 

left-hand turns).  Information regarding entering an flying a hold is given in the document on Holding Patters and is beyond the scope of the material being 

presented here. 

The key thing here is to - as it says - expect clearance with the parameters given in the Planning Information.  If in doubt - clarify with ATC.  So in this case you 

should plan your descent to cross at BENEY at 10,000 feet.  If you have not received clearance to cross BENEY (and with that, at a specified altitude) well prior to 

the Center Point VORTAC you should contact ATC to verify what should be done. 

 

http://www.mediafire.com/file/mbikq67sax9vc2s/HoldingPattern.pdf
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Speed –  
Mandatory, Maximum and Minimum speeds are designated the same way that altitudes are except the number is followed by a 'K' (for knots).  Those with a line 

both above and below are Mandatory Speeds, those with a line above are Maximum Speeds (so you should be at or below the designated speed) and those with 

a line underneath are Minimum Speeds (so you should be at or above the designated speed).  The speeds listed are the Indicated Air Speed (IAS). 

 

See the BRBBQ One arrival at left. 

There are mandatory speeds at SAUCC, 

HOOOG, BRBBQ, FNCHR, JAMLA, BEERT 

and BOWEN as shown by numbers 

followed by ‘K’ with lines below and 

above:  290K, 290K, 280K, 280K, 230K, 

250K and 210K, respectively.  

Re-visit of fly-over vs. fly-by:  Note that 

both JAMLA and JAYWA are fly-over 

waypoints designated by the waypoint 

symbol contained within a 

circle.  Although the other waypoints 

are not within a circle and are therefore 

‘fly-by’ waypoints there is no reason 

that you cannot pass directly over them 

– as you would from IGLOO to SAUCCC 

to BRBBQ to FNCHR, etc. 

 

 

Defined speeds, like everything else about SIDs and STARs are all about safety and efficiency.  Speeds keep you moving along so no one runs into the back of you 

but keeps you within a safe and appropriate speed range for maneuvering, approach and landing.  If your aircraft cannot meet the altitude, speed or other 

requirements of a SID or STAR you CANNOT FLY THE PROCEDURE.
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Transition to Final 
Transition to final, as simple as the concept seems, can be confusing.  On the one hand you can select a transition in 

your flight planning software of FMC that puts all of the points together and leads you straight to the runway.  On the 

other hand, you may find (at least in the case of those included in flight planning software or FMC software) they are 

incomplete and do not include all of the prescribed waypoints.  To further add to the confusion, published (for real-word 

aviation) arrivals may or may not include one or more waypoints that coincide with published approach procedures – in 

these cases vectors or other instructions by ATC constitute the ‘extension’ of the arrival procedure to the next published 

waypoint on the approach or to the waypoint of the approach that ATC directs you to.  So, be aware that there are many 

potential variations on the theme – and be aware that even when arrivals include ‘expect …’ language this is not 

necessarily what ATC will have you do.  Other considerations including traffic volume, weather conditions and aircraft 

type may dictate deviation from the published descent.  But – do not deviate from the published descent unless directed 

to do so by ATC. 

Building a Flight Plan 
Flight planning involves many things - the flight plan is just one part of it.  But those other aspects of flight planning - 

weather, winds aloft, fuel load requirements, weight and balance, making sure you have a large Starbucks coffee, not 

that crappy airline stuff - is not the point of this information.  Here we will cover only the flight plan build (and pretty 

much only the basics) part of flight planning. 

Elite PremAir Virtual has people that can help.  Just ask.   

Pre-Defined Routes 

FlightAware allows you to look up real-world flights and (after selecting the specific flight) see the actual route flown.  

RouteFinder is another sim-flying flight planning tool. 

Flight Planning Software 
Flight planning software (vs. just finding the routes) provide several advantages over copying pre-defined routes.  Even a 

route produced by Online Flight Planner that can be exported to FSX and other formats may have flaws – easily found 

when you can view them directly.  Plan-G (a freeware application) immediately exposed the flaws in a couple of routes 

produced by Online Flight Planner.  It also allowed for an easy fix.   

Plan-G and payware software like FlightSim Commander also have a moving map function so you can see where you are, 

and if you are online with other pilots, where they are also.  Information on navaid frequencies, weather, identification 

of all airports in the vicinity and other useful information is also readily available 

Freeware 
Plan-G and Little Navmap -  Allows you to pick all the points but you have to do everything manually and many of the 

RNAV waypoints are not in the data set (because it gets its data from FSX only) and some are out of date (because FSX is 

‘stuck in time’ in 2004).  Little Navmap includes the option to use Navigraph  data which can be updated but still has 

some reliance on FSX data.  Little Navmap navigraph data includes SIDs and STARs which can be very useful for flight 

planning as these can be easily displayed when deciding which departure assent and arrival descent to use.  Both Plan-G 

and Little Navmap can be run on either the computer the simulator is running on or on a separate computer. 

 

https://flightaware.com/live/findflight/
http://rfinder.asalink.net/free/
http://www.tasoftware.co.uk/planG.htm
https://albar965.github.io/littlenavmap.html
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Payware 
If you are serious about building flight plans you might want to consider FlightSim Commander.  You can build a route 

fast enough to do it 'on the fly' (yes - pun intended).  A complete flight plan, with runway-specific SID and STAR and high 

or low altitude airways (includes Victor, Jet, T and Q airways), can be built in a couple of minutes.  And if, for example, 

winds change resulting in a new active runway you will need to change to a different approach.  You can delete the 

current fixes with one click, insert the new STAR with a couple of clicks more and you're set to have FlightSim 

Commander provide the autopilot the information to fly the new approach (yes, FSC couples to your simulator autopilot, 

although it may not work with aircraft that have a flight management computer). . 

PFPX – Professional Flight Planner X – is reviewed here: PFPX.  More complex but also more complete.  You can get this 

bundled with TOPCAT which provides load Sheets, Take-Off and Landing performance analysis, Individual Runway Tables 

including all relevant speeds (V1, VR and V2), optimum thrust and flaps configurations, de-rated and assumed/flex 

temperatures and stop margins. 

What tool you use is up to you.  The principles for building a flight plan are fairly straightforward. 

Chart Sources (US Airports only) 
You will need charts - two free resources are SkyVector.com and AirNav.com .  SkyVector may have a bit of an advantage 

over AirNav because you can see a thumbnail (albeit pretty small) of the SIDs and STARs and get an idea of the one to 

pick based on the direction you want to depart to and arrive from.  Neither of these have arrival, departure or approch 

charts for non-US airports but there is some basic information for non-US airports and IFR (low and high altitude) charts 

and sectional charts (although with limited information) for airports outside the US.  

Flight Plan Components 

Departure and Arrival Airports 
Simple - just pick them. 

SID-Standard Instrument Departure 
First, remember that all airports do not have SIDs (even if they have STARs).  Picking the right one may take some trial 

and error.  The SID you will want to use will depend on the direction to your destination and may be takeoff direction-

specific or runway-specific.  Consider not only the initial part of the departure but also the available transition points. 

Flight planning software like FlightSim Commander allows you to preview the SID (or STAR or Transition) to see if it suits 

the runway in use and your intended direction of flight.  Sometimes you have to pick a SID that does not work well – 

noise abatement, to name one reason, may dictate that departures occur in only one direction regardless of the way 

some traffic may want to head. 

STAR-Standard Terminal Arrival Route 
Selection of a STAR is similar to that of a SID.  Not all airports have STARs, even those used by commercial carriers, but 

most larger facilities do.  Select a STAR that has one or more transition points near your inbound direct course (or the 

course between your SID transition and your destination airport). 

En-Route Portion 
From the transition of the SID to the transition of the STAR, you can choose to fly direct or select defined routes.  Select 

Jet or Q Airways for flight at or above 18,000 feet, Victor or T Airways if below 18,000 feet - you can combine these in 

any way as long as you abide by the altitude restrictions of the particular type of airway.  You can also insert 'direct' 

http://www.fscommander.com/
http://mutleyshangar.com/reviews/bc/pfpx/pfpx.htm
http://www.flightsimsoft.com/topcat/
http://skyvector.com/airports
http://www.airnav.com/airports/
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segments - portions of the route not on a defined airway but are flown directly between defined points by GPS, VOR or 

NDB. 

Here again flight planning software can be of help.  Some will automatically find the most efficient airways and insert 

them into your flight plan. 

Once you pick your SID, enroute segments and STAR you could fly the flight plan by selecting each segment in your VOR 

or GPS - essentially flying direct to each point, segment by segment.  Usually the route is programmed into a flight 

management system which handles the lateral navigation (LNAV) portion of the flight.  Flight planning software like 

Plan-G and FlightSim Commander can also export flight plans for use directly in FSX (allowing the GPS to control the 

LNAV). 

 

 

The illustration above shows a high altitude route from Orlando (KMCO) to Memphis (KMEM) using the JAG4 via the 

Cecil VOR (VQQ) SID to J41 - J-85 - J14 to the Vulcan (VUZ) transition of the LUGHO1 STAR.  Although not very readable 

in this small diagram you can at least appreciate the number of fixes required to program this route into a flight 

management system shown in the table at the lower left portion of the picture.  There are 19 fixes (the list shows 20 - 

VUZ was inserted twice by the flight planning software which has no effect on the flight) plus the origin and destination 

airports.  A lot of input if you were doing this by hand. 

 

This flight plan was actually built in FlightSim Commander, although it is illustrated here using Plan-G.  Having picked the 

SID and STAR it then took about 30 seconds to build and save this flight plan.  (FSCommander automatically inserts the 

high altitude Jet Airways if you click the selection button for them). 

Filing a Flight Plan 

When filing a flight plan you do not file each individual fix.  Instead you file using this general format (although there can 

be variations) – NOTE: This covers the departure, route and arrival portion only – other information is required. 
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[Departure Airport] [SID.SID Transition] [SID to Airway change point*] [Airway 1] [Airway 1 to 2 change point] [Airway 2] 

[Airway 2 to 3 change point] [Airway 3] [Airway 3 to n change point] ... [Airway n] [Airway n to STAR change point] [STAR 

Transition.STAR] [Arrival Airport] 

* The term 'change point' is used here so as not to confuse this with the term 'Transition' which up to now has been 

associated specifically as the end points or beginning points, respectively, with SIDs and STARS.  In reality the proper 

term for these change points is also 'Transition'. 

Note that the transition point for a SID is placed after the SID name (separated by a 'dot' [or period symbol]) but the 

transition point for a STAR is placed before the STAR name (also separated by a 'dot').  If you think about it, this naming 

convention is consistent with everything else in the flight plan - each piece follows the route of flight in the order each 

point is encountered.  You (obviously) start at the departure airport, you then ascend via the SID to a specified transition 

point of that SID, proceed through a series of airways to a specified transition point of the STAR where you descend via 

the STAR to the destination airport. 

So, the flight plan illustrated above would be filed as: 

KMCO JAG4.VQQ J81 YULEE J45 ATL J14 VUZ.LUGOH1 KMEM 

and if spoken this might sound something like ... 

Departing Orlando International, ascending via the Jaguar Four departure to the Cecil (VQQ) VOR, then Jet 81 to the 

YULEE intersection to intercept Jet 45 to the Atlanta VOR to intercept Jet 14 to the Vulcan (VUZ) VOR, then descending 

via the Vulcan transition of the Lugho One arrival to Memphis International. 

Variations on the theme do exist.  Some omit the “.” between the departure and approach procedure –  

KMCO JAG4 VQQ J81 YULEE J45 ATL J14 VUZ LUGOH1 KMEM 

but keeping it makes it clear what transition you are using for each procedure.  The DUATS system actually duplicates 

the transition point –  

KMCO JAG4.VQQ VQQ J81 YULEE J45 ATL J14 VUZ VUZ.LUGOH1 KMEM  

which seems redundant.  But it does make it very clear what transition you are using for a specific procedure and that 

you are then going from that departure transition point along the route specified to the arrival transition point then 

flying that arrival via the specified transition to your destination. 

Another variation you may see when flying direct between points: 

KMCO JAG4.VQQ DCT ATL DCT VUZ.LUGOH1 KMEM 

where the ‘DCT’ designates you are flying direct between the defined points.  This is also sometimes written –  

KMCO JAG4.VQQ .. ATL .. VUZ.LUGOH1 KMEM, where the “..” is the equivalent of ‘DCT’. 


